Boca do Lobo at Maison & Objet
Hall 7 Stand I2 - J1
22nd – 26th January
2016 begins with Maison & Objet, the semiannual trade show for lifestyle, decor and design that will take
place in Paris from the 22nd to 26th of January. Boca do Lobo will exhibit design pieces which cover over
ten years of creative work.
At this year’s edition of Maison & Objet, Boca do Lobo will proudly present over 10 new designs, from
sideboards, to consoles and dining tables. These include additions to two of the brand’s most emblematic
design families, the Lapiaz and Millionaire, and other entirely new models. One of the most successful
releases of the past year, Glance Mirror will also be presented for the first time.

Maison & Objet celebrates twenty years

The key meeting place for professionals in the art of living brings together a 360° offer that is in line with
the diverse needs of global markets. For 20 years this large lifestyle platform, at the crossroads of
business and creativity, provides solutions that meet the needs of visitors from around the world. An event
unlike any other in the world, it is not to be missed!

Join us for a Press Tour and a glass of Porto Wine!

For the first time, we will be presenting the Lapiaz Side Table

Download HR images here
The Lapiaz side table is a true luxury furniture piece that boasts elegance and discerning taste. Inspired by
the karst formations and cracks found on the surface of limestone and dolomite rocks, the Lapiaz features
a minimalist geometric exterior surface, which by contrast is met with an organic and rich inside.

Other iconic pieces that you will find at Maison & Objet

Diamond Sideboard

Download HR images here
With the style of a precious jewel, the new Diamond sideboard, colored in chocolate brown, will make a
splash in interior design. Like the amethyst Diamond, the new sideboard also features two highly
sculptured doors leading to a gold leaf interior with shelving and one drawer.

Symphony Sideboard
The Symphony Sideboard draws inspiration from church organ tubes, as well as the curves of violin. Like
all of Boca do Lobo’s designs, the Symphony is hand made by experienced craftsmen, each with different
specialties, from metal-work to wood carving.
Download HR images here

D. Manuel Cabinet Cabinet
Named after King Manuel I of Portugal, best known for his support of Portuguese exploration, this noble
cabinet takes inspiration from the Portuguese Manuelino style and a city skyline.
Download HR images here

Boca do Lobo’s Private Collection, Luxury Safes with a unique design

Diamond Watchwinder
This unique watch winder reflects fascinating design handcrafted to become an object of desire. The fine
mechanisms of valuable automatic watches require movement and relaxation.
Download HR images here

Bohème Luxury Safe

The Bohème embodies the spirit of true adventurers who choose to live an unconventional lifestyle and
aim to achieve what is accessible only to a few people. This rare and exceptional jewelry safe distinguishes
itself for the haute craftsmanship and hyper-refinement in its essence, a true icon in the luxury safe world.
Download HR images here

Diamond Luxury Safe

Inspired by the beauty and nobleness of the world’s toughest material, the Diamond Safe is one of the
most emblematic piece in Boca do Lobo’s collection. With a distinct design, this safe is customizable to fit
safe-boxes, watch winders and cigar humidors.
Download HR images here

Millionaire Luxury Safe

Boca do Lobo piece is a
safe-box that promptly
takes us to scenes
strongly creased in our
memory, deeply enriched
by today's visual culture.
This piece reputes a long
life! Born in the
beginning of the 19th
century, followed the
increase of bank
robberies after the Gold
Rush of 1849 and kept
itself sacred to successive
break-in attempts,
remaining deformed
forever.
Download HR images
here

Boca do Lobo is proud to annouce the unveiling of 10 new design pieces

Boca do Lobo strives towards innovation and unique design. Expect the unexpected, and immerse yourself
in our world, where craftsmanship and heritage meets a one-of-a-kind aesthetic to create a decorative
statement.

Partnerships
Boca do Lobo is pleased to announce partnerships with the Home and House Carpet Atelier, Poças Junior
Wines and Castelbel Luxury Soaps and Fragrances, during Maison et Objet Paris. These are brands which
we trust, and have established a strong relationship, due to the values shared among us, as well as the
excellent quality of each product.

The Home and House – Carpet Atelier

Home & House Carpet Atelier are design studio that specialize in luxury carpets. The Moscow based
company emphasizes quality and artisan crafts as two of their major values. This is a place where artists
and craftsmen create incredible designer carpets tailored specifically for each client, where extensive
hand-made processes are applied to reach a unique final product.

Poças Junior Winery

The Poças family have been involved in wine making for nearly one century. The family business, going on
it’s 4th generation, strives to bring continuous quality and innovation to both Port and Douro Wines, yet
respecting both their family and winemaking traditions.

Castelbel Porto – Luxury soaps & Fragrances

Castelbel Porto is based near the Douro Valley region, where the hills fall steeply down to the water’s edge
and the land is covered with sun-drenched terraces of vines and olive grove. The company produces the
best quality home and body scented products that combine outstanding design with exquisite fragrances
and the finest formulations.

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom from
years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods
to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless luxurious cosmopolitan
environments.
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